Miss NC USA Pageant Winners Enjoy Teeth Whitening
Services
Bob Walton July 02, 2015
Mark Andrews, DDS enthusiastically announced the availability of his
â€œWinning Smileâ€ service which has helped four Miss North Carolina
State pageant winners.

Miss NC Teen USA 2015, Jane Axhoj

(Newswire.net -- July 2, 2015) Cary, NC --Earlier today, Mark Andrews, DDS
enthusiastically announced the availability of his “Winning Smile” resin
infiltration and tooth bleaching service which has helped Miss NC Teen USA
2013, Kelsey Barberio, Miss NC Teen USA 2014, Pammy Peters, Miss NC
Teen USA 2015, Jane Axhoj, and the reigning Miss North Carolina, Julia
Dalton. Dr. Andrews offers these same services to all of his patients to help
them find their own “Winning Smiles.”

Dr. Andrews says: “We wanted to raise the bar with our conservative treatments to improve dental appearance. For far
too long, an increasing number of dentists have been pushing porcelain veneers and crowns to improve dental
appearance in cases where methods much more conservative of natural tooth structure have been available.” Dr.
Andrews has accomplished a large number of dental veneers since he began his career in 1991. In his 24 years of
clinical practice, Dr. Andrews has not yet had a single dental veneer fail or need to be replaced! This type of longevity
is an exception, rather than a rule in dentistry. He attributes his success to his artistic eye, technical skills, and
meticulous attention to detail.
Dr. Andrews has always been a minimalist in terms of his desire to conserve as much natural tooth structure as
possible. The four Miss North Carolina State pageant winners presented an interesting challenge for him. In order to
compete on the national level which includes many professional photoshoots, Dr. Andrews knew that their teeth
needed to be absolutely beautiful, white, properly contoured, but natural- looking as well. Because the majority of these
young ladies did not possess teeth with structural defects which would justify a conservative, but still not irreversible
procedure like porcelain veneers, Dr. Andrews used a combination of resin infiltration(ICON), tooth bleaching, and
contouring to help these exceptional young ladies almost immediately achieve their “Winning Smiles.”
Dr. Andrews commissioned a time lapsed video of him accomplishing the completely painless and life-changing resin
infiltration process(ICON) on Miss NC Teen USA 2014, Pammy Peters in order to prepare her for the 2014 Miss Teen
USA Pageant which was held at The Atlantis Resort in the Bahamas. The video demonstrates Dr. Andrews removing
decalcification or “white spots” from ten of Pammy’s front teeth. The results were spectacular which enabled Pammy to
represent North Carolina proudly on the national stage. Watch the awesome ICON Resin Infiltration video for yourself.
It is visually appealing and is accompanied by Rhianna’s “Diamonds,” If this link does not work, try:
https://youtu.be/3mrz1PRT37g
Dr. Andrews also said: “Patients we care for expect the very best, want to walk away happy, and want to have a
renewed confidence in their appearance.” This is not the first time Dr. Andrews has defied convention. Unlike a
majority of dental offices which are focused on high-volume production which often result in clinical results which are
less than optimal, Dr. Andrews has focused on getting to know his patients, using the very best materials, ceramists,
and equipment available, and scheduling a sufficient amount of time for his procedures in order to insure than his
results are technically excellent, beautiful, and natural-looking. Check out our first state pageant winner, Miss NC Teen
USA 2013, Kelsey Barberio, whose wonderful testimonial says it all, or simply visit: https://youtu.be/B2iDj3nSuQQ
Our resin infiltration(ICON) and tooth bleaching services are among the most popular that our office offers. Although
Dr. Andrews is very accomplished at restoring even exceptionally technically difficult full-mouth reconstruction cases,
he especially enjoys conservative treatment of teeth which even another dentist would mistake for beautiful unrestored
natural teeth. To find out more about this service and Dr. Mark Andrews, please visit:
http://www.carydentist.net/teethwhitening

About Mark Andrews, DDS
Dr. Andrews combines state-of-the-art treatments with an unwavering commitment to individualized patient care. His
practice prides itself on maintaining a low volume of patients, allowing for an extraordinary level of attention to each and
every patient. Dr. Andrews’ commitment to patient comfort, safety, and care, has distinguished his practice as one of
the leaders in the Triangle area.
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